98 Fatality inspections were conducted by the Pgh A.O. (1-1-04 to 12-31-17) (Construction)

- 1 Asphyxiation
- 1 Heat Exposure
- 3 Burns
- 4 Trench Cave-Ins
- 4 Caught-In/Between Equipment/Machinery
- 15 Electrocutions
- 22 Struck-By Vehicles/Equipment/Material
Construction

21 Fatality inspections were conducted by the Pgh A.O. (1-1-13 to 12-31-17).

In the last five years, breakdowns of these fatality inspections were as follows:

7 Inspections were a result of Electrocutions

Six out of the seven were a result of materials and equipment coming in contact with nearby powerlines.

One was a result of an electrician coming in contact with live parts.

6 Inspections were a result of Falls

Two off roofs
Two off ladders
One off a scaffold
One through a floor opening

4 Inspections were a result of Struck-By Hazards

Two struck-by vehicles backing up
Two struck-by materials being moved by material handling equipment

2 Inspections were a result of a Trench Cave-In

One in an 11 foot deep trench and One in a 9 foot deep trench

2 Inspections were a result of Caught-In/Between Hazards

Both were a result of employees being caught between an aerial lift and a an overhead structure (bridge & tunnel)